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comercializarla por negocio propio o ajenas. shigure kosaka (kenichi, history's strongest disciple),
shigure kosaka is the most popular strong disciple, one of the most popular and popular character in
manga and anime history, he was the main protagonist of both the history of the strongest disciple
kenichi manga and the kenichi series. kenichi (history's strongest disciple kenichi), kenichi is
history's strongest disciple's best friend. kenichi is a strong and powerful man, with a great sense of
justice and honour. kenichi has been living in the kenchiyama mansion which is the home of shigure
kosaka, and he follows shigure in his every action, even becoming a strong test of shigure's new
students. he is also the son of a japanese (furinji) mother and an african (african) father, kenichi's
mother was a famous singer and his father was a politician. currently, kenichi attends the daimyo
high school, where he is attending to receive his education, and he is beginning to get a strong
sense of honour and justice, he's currently a member of the famous kenkyu high school jounin club.
kenichi is a handsome young man with dark skin and dark curly hair, eyes that are sparkling blue,
and a wide muscular body. kenichi is very tall and athletic, and sometimes he is a little too
aggressive, and sometimes he is a little too sensitive, and sometimes he is a little too in love with
shigure, but when it comes to his friends, he is the most loyal and the most honest, but this also
makes him less popular with the other student. kenichi has a lot of very good points, he is a very
good friend and a very good student, but he has a lot of flaws that he must overcome, and that he
also tries to overcome, one of them being his jealousy towards shigure. shigure kosaka (kenichi,
history's strongest disciple), shigure kosaka is the older brother of kenichi, and he is the main
character of both the history of the strongest disciple kenichi manga and the kenichi series, as well
as one of the main characters in the kenichiro maki series. shigure is a very powerful and mysterious
man who can't be trusted, but he is a good and a noble man, and his only goal in life is to protect
kenichi, and the others, and this also makes him more compassionate.
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